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Oxford County, Blandford-Blenheim, East Zorra-Tavistock, Ingersoll, Norwich, South-West Oxford,
Tillsonburg, Woodstock, Zorra

Other requirements
Question 12
Provide a summary
of your preliminary
proposal. This
summary, along with
your Challenge
Statement, will be
posted online in both
official languages.
You have the option
of providing the
summary in both
official languages. If
you provide it in one
official language,
Infrastructure
Canada will translate
it prior to posting
online.

Our approach to a Smart Community is based on the premise
that our citizens spend most of their time within, or moving
between the built environment, and we can most effectively
connect with our citizens by providing education and awareness,
while concurrently improving the built environment in which they
spend most of their lives.
Starting with energy modelling and high-performance building
design, we will demonstrate how an enhanced built-environment
can help reduce poverty, improve health, and enable the
development of key services that improve quality of life for our
most vulnerable.
Through our partnership with Western University, multiple data
streams from three Building Transformation projects will enable
us to identify building performance success and failure
outcomes, leading to opportunities for improvement. This
information will empower building occupants to make decisions
to improve to their own comfort and affordability outcomes, while
enabling economic opportunities with our community, by
developing new supply chain and innovative research
applications.
Oxford believes a Smart City is a Sustainable City. Shaped by
our community for our community, the Future Oxford Community
Sustainability Plan outlines our community’s vision of a vibrant,
prosperous and responsible Oxford for all by achieving
community sustainability throughout Oxford.

Question 13
Provide the link to
the online location
where you will post
your responses to
questions 1 to 10.
You may also
provide your
responses to any
other questions.
Your responses must
go live on the URL

www.oxfordcounty.ca/smartcities

provided once you
have received
confirmation in early
to mid-May that your
application is
eligible.

Question 14
In accordance with
your governance
structure, provide
evidence of the
commitment to your
preliminary proposal
from your
community's
leadership. This can
be a letter of
support with
signatures from your
mayor(s), chief(s),
or equivalent or a
council resolution, a
band council
resolution, etc.

Question 15
Please identify the
point of contact for
the application.

Question 16
Read the Consent
and Release Form
and
Communications
Protocol, and
indicate your
agreement.
You can download
the documents here.

Blandford Blenheim resolution Smart Cities.pdf (448.65kb)
EZT resolution Smart Cities Challenge.pdf (107.7kb)
Ingersoll resolution Smart Cities.pdf (32.01kb)
Norwich resolution Smart Cities.pdf (480.66kb)
Oxford resolution Smart Cities.pdf (29.13kb)
SWOX resolution Smart Cities Challenge.pdf (277.45kb)
Tillsonburg resolution support Smart Cities Challenge.pdf
(283.07kb)
Woodstock resolution Smart Cities Challenge.pdf (267.81kb)
Zorra resolution Smart Cities challenge.pdf (215.94kb)

Contact name: Peter M Crockett P.Eng
Contact title and affiliation: Chief Administrative Officer
Contact phone number: 519-539-0015 Extension (optional)
3000
Contact email address: pcrockett@oxfordcounty.ca

I represent that I am duly authorized by the Applicant to indicate
agreement with this Consent and Release Form and
Communications Protocol and that I have a full understanding
and comprehension of its terms.
I have read and accepted the terms.

